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Academic and professional background

Presently Adam leads the Client Liaison Unit as a member of Development Services with the City of
Edmonton where he partners with city building stakeholders to advance strategic, complex and
atypical development projects. In the past he has worked as a land use consultant with IBI Group
where he worked on projects across North and Central Alberta. With Melcor Developments, as a
development manager, Adam built new communities throughout south Edmonton and Leduc. As a
local economic development specialist with the City of Edmonton he lead programs devoted to
supporting first-time entrepreneurs navigating regulatory processes, revitalization of main streets, and
collaborated with non-profit organizations to advance growth opportunities in emerging sectors.
Adam completed a Bachelor of Arts degree in Human Geography at the University of Alberta in 2010
Involvement in professional organizations
Adam has been a Registered Professional Planner since April 2018. He served as a member of the
APPI Edmonton Events Committee through 2018 and 2019.

Election Platform

Open and inclusive institutions which govern our society, whether local councils or
professional organizations, are the basis of our liberal democracy. A planner's duty is to
serve the public interest and one of the best ways we can do that is by nurturing these
institutions. This is why I am running for the position of Councillor.
As honest brokers, negotiators, and long-term thinkers, the world needs professional
planners more than ever. We are the 'adults in the room' in a culture with a zeitgeist,
which unfortunately is one of division, immediate gratification, and political expediency.
As a Councillor with APPI my focus will be to provide governance oversight that
advances the profession. I will do this by advocating for, and supporting actions, that
will ensure the long-term stability of our institute and grow our profession's influence
within Alberta and Canada.
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